Chargeback Management
Easily manage the life-cycle of customer chargebacks
and quickly resolve disputes

As you may know, a chargeback is a type of transaction dispute where a cardholder contacts their card issuer and
requests their money back for an item or service purchased using their card. Disputes are honored when there is a
valid reason.
GPS provides a service that enables you to create and manage chargebacks directly using Smart Client, our
customer and account management portal. The portal allows you to create chargebacks, load chargeback-related
files and evidence.

Features

Benefits

Visibility - Into existing chargebacks, and
transactions linked to a chargeback
(Visa and Mastercard)
MasterCom Interface - To create and manage
dispute claims (Mastercard only)
Bulk chargebacks CSV template - To raise bulk
chargeback requests (Mastercard only)
Fraud screening and card control tools - To
reduce chargebacks
Fee Reporting - With daily transaction XML file
(Mastercard only)
Secure - Highly secure and PCI DSS compliant

Business-facing
• Empowers your Customer Service Agents
with an easy-to-use interface
• Allows you to create and manage the full
chargeback transaction life-cycle
• Easy onboarding to Mastercom services
Customer-facing
• Great customer service with up-to-date
information about chargebacks
• Visibility and clarity on chargeback status
and fees

How it Works
An example of how bank account registration and agency banking work:

Cardholder
raises a dispute
for the transaction

Issuer creates a
chargeback request
from Smart Client and
sends to scheme

Issuer views the
chargeback decision and
if there are any future
disputes, proceeds with
case filing (Mastercom)

GPS processes
the chargeback
decision and updates
Smart Client

Scheme sends
the dispute details
to acquirer

Acquirer resolves the
transaction or sent
to merchant

Scheme sends details
to GPS

Acquirer reviews
the evidence, check
that it meets the
requirements and
sends to scheme
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Setup At-a-Glance
There are two options available for managing your chargebacks:
Using the Scheme UI - If you are a card issuer with access, you can use Mastercard and Visa online systems to
raise chargebacks and manage the dispute process. Mastercard offers the MasterCom Claims Manager, while Visa
offers the Claims Resolution Visa system, also called the Visa Resolution Online (VROL) platform. These systems
require you to be fully PCI DSS compliant.
Using GPS Smart Client - If you don’t have access or prefer not to use, GPS provides a backend integration into
the Mastercard system. You can view chargeback transactions directly in Smart Client as shown below:

The right tool for your chargeback needs
Here we have summarised our GPS Chargeback Management solution and how you can use GPS Smart Client to
view the lifecycle of chargebacks, improving efficiency and customer service.
Chargebacks are inevitable for any card program, but our team can help you find the right solution.
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